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THE BEGINNING 
OF US
Marathon drunk, empty shot glasses
litter the bar like blown shotgun shells
making it possible for a man like me,
tethered to the earth, to interact
with a soaring creature like you. 
The booze-fueled bum at the bar
notices your contrasting hay-colored hair
and coffee complexion. He says:
“You don’t deserve a girl like that.”
I agree, while the dance floor teems
with sex-crazed drunks circling you
like blood-drunk vultures. 
Later that evening, we tear
our clothes off  like cornhusks,
and the next morning
we wake up in a new world.
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WHAT DAMS THE 
FLOW?

One night of  rain was all it took
to break the river free—

but sand is easy swept away—
what dams this flow in me?

Clouds of  grief  block out the sun,
but light keeps leaking through—
my wounded heart is raging wild

to bear the loss of  you!

Letting go is hard to do—
To hold you is to die;

There is no way to lose or win,
But still—oh God!—we try.
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ZEKE CAN’T DANCE
Zeke borrows a trick from God
Puts on a record
Makes dry bones dance
In my living room

Zeke divines blood
And bone between us
When what exists
Are brittle fragments
Best left unexhumed

He tries to strip us
From love's grave clothes
I want to believe he can

My flesh and bone
Long to dance
In the living room
Sinewy breath
Pulsing blood 
Revived by Zeke's bones

The record skips
The beat is off
Zeke's sharp elbows
And bony protrusions
Jab 

We fall
Flesh away
Revealing the valley
Between us
Prophetless and bone dry

THE CHOCOLATE 
TRUFFLE
Her share is one in gilt paper,
twisted ends spread like wings.
Saver of  sweets, delayer of  pleasure
she hides the prize
so they'll not find it.
 
An hour later can't remember
where within the labyrinth
of  catchall drawers she stashed it.
The brain won't play: you're warm.
In another zone it threatens
to stop rescuing her from games
of  greed. Panic pounces
like a scurrying mouse, she rips
lids from canisters, you'd think
she'd misplaced a diamond.
 
What's the big deal?
She consoles herself, eventually
faces she's unsettled
by the lapse of  memory.
 
That night, at her desk to write,
in the open cigar box
with stamps and paper clips
the golden eye winks. A reward
for returning here to remember
nothing matters unless the words
that wait are lost, stacks of  them
pressed like flowers in folders
that find what is hidden in her.
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ONCE I WAS A COLD AND NARROW STREAM
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